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Abstract:Touch mode effect is the most important subject for the touch mode sensor. By looking at MEMS devices,
there have been good suggestions for solving the touch鄄down problems,but as of today none of the literatures has come
up to a final analytical solution for calculating the touch down effect. In this paper,a novel touch mode capacitive
microaccelerometer is developed. A simple analytical solution is presented to model the flexion of the circular
diaphragm with clamped edges before and after touch point under the load,where the touch down effect and the
evolution of touch radius are considered. All of these lay a foundation for the development of the touch mode sensor.
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摘摇 要:设计了一种新型接触式电容微加速度传感器。 针对传感器结构,建立了考虑接触效应的周边固支圆形膜片在载荷

作用下与基底“接触冶前后的简化分析模型,并给出了接触半径的计算公式。 为接触式传感器的研制奠定了理论基础。
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摇 摇 Accelerometer is one of the first devices
demonstrated using MEMS technology. The wide
spectrum of applications for MEMS accelerometers is
attributed to their small size, high sensitivity and low
cost. Although many physical effects can be used for ac鄄
celeration sensing,the capacitive sensing mechanism is
dominant due to capacitive MEMS accelerometer with
high sensitivity,low power consumption,low noise level,
stable DC characteristics and less temperature
dependence. Furthermore, both surface and bulk mi鄄
cromachining can be used to fabricate a variety of
capacitive accelerometers with performance ranging from
the low鄄end automotive application grade to the high鄄
precision inertial navigation grade[1-2] .

So far,all the reported capacitive MEMS accelero鄄
meter is operating in normal mode, that is, no鄄touch
mode. It inherits the advantages of capacitive MEMS ac鄄
celerometer. However its output is nonlinear with respect

to input changes and the sensitivity in the near鄄linear
region is not high enough to ignore the parasitic
capacitance effects. In this paper, a novel touch mode
capacitive microaccelerometer is developed to overcome
the disadvantages of the classical counterparts.

Touch mode effect is the most important subject. It
has a major effect on the overall performance of the
touch mode sensor[3-4] . By looking at MEMS devices,
there have been good suggestions for solving the touch鄄
down problems,but as of today none of the literatures
has come up to a final analytical solution for calculating
the touch down effect. That is to say,the effect of touch
mode has not been evaluated efficiently[5-6] . A
simulation solution is one of the valuable processing for
design a sensor, but it is very time consuming to
optimize the sensor爷s parameters such as the radius,
cavity depth, diaphragm and dielectric thickness.
Therefore,in this paper, it is aimed to design, obtain
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analytical solution for the diaphragm of the sensor
deflection before and after touch point. A simple
analytical solution is presented to model the flexion of a
circular diaphragm with clamped edges under the load,
where the touch down effect and the evolution of touch
radius are considered.

Fig. 1摇 Cross鄄sectional view of touch mode
capacitive microaccelerometer

1摇 Design
Fig. 1 presents a cross鄄sectional view of a touch

mode capacitive microaccelerometer[7] . It is composed of
a proof鄄mass suspended by four microbeams,two circular
deformable diaphragms with clamped edges served as
movable electrodes, and two fixed electrodes buried
under the corresponding dielectric. t and h are the
thickness of dielectric and the movable electrode
respectively. g is cavity depth. The deformation of the
two circular diaphragms in response to acceleration
results in the variance of capacitance, which can be
measured with an interface circuit. In normal mode
operation, the deformable diaphragm is kept distance
away from top / bottom fixed electrode. In touch mode op鄄
eration, when external acceleration increases, the
circular diaphragm will deflect and start touching the
top / bottom fixed electrode with a distance of insulator in
between. The concept of parallel plate capacitor is
expressed by Eq. (1) .

C=(着0着rA) / d (1)
where 着0 is the permittivity of the media between
diaphragms,着r is the dielectric constant of the insulating
diaphragm material,A is the area of the electrode,and d
is the distance between the movable electrode and the
corresponding fixed electrode.

The concept of the capacitance element of the
sensor requires a change in the capacitance as a
function of some applied acceleration load. A realization
function of this concept would be the electrodes of the
capacitor could move under acceleration load, for

example, if the electrodes move closer together, the
cavity depth,g,would decrease,resulting an increase in
capacitance of the sensor. In touch mode,when external
acceleration increases on the diaphragm, the touched
radius( r1 ) will increase, and at the same time the
untouched radius( r2 )will decrease,therefore the value
of capacitance will increases nearly linearly with
increasing acceleration, before touch point the radius
(r1)is zero. As shown in Fig. 2,R,r1,r2 are radius of the
movable electrode,touched鄄point radius,and untouched鄄
point radius respectively.

Fig. 2摇 Simplified mechanical model of the
deformable diaphragm

2摇 Model
2. 1摇 Simplified Mechanical Model

The principle of the paper is to obtain analytical
solution for a circular diaphragm with clamped edges
deflection before and after touch point[8-10] . Considering
the symmetry of the microstructure, the simplified
mechanical model of the movable diaphragm is shown in
Fig. 2, where P is an applied acceleration load, and
given by Eq. (2) .

P=ma (2)
where m is the mass of the proof鄄mass,a is an applied
acceleration.
2. 2摇 Small Deflection Model

A diaphragm is defined as thin diaphragm or small
deflection if the gap between two electrodes is less than
1 / 5 of diaphragm爷s thickness,and the strains and mid鄄
plane slopes are much smaller than unity. Based on
small deflection theory for circular diaphragm with
clamped edges, the deflection w of any point on a
circular diaphragm under acceleration load is expressed
by Eq. (3) [11] .

w(r)= Pr2
8仔Dlg

r
R + P

16仔D(R
2-r2) (3)

where r is the radial distance from the center,D is the
flexural rigidity of the diaphragm and given by Eq. (4) .

D=Eh3 / [12(1-淄2)] (4)
where E is Young爷s Modulus and 淄 is the Poison爷s ratio.
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Eq. (3) gives the deflection w( r) before touch of
the circular diaphragm as a function of radius,which is
valid before the movable diaphragm touches the fixed
electrode ( with the insulator in between the
diaphragms) . Furthermore, the maximum deflection is
located in the center point of the diaphragm(r=0),and
defined by Eq. (5) .

wmax =w0 =PR2 / (16仔D) (5)
2. 3摇 Large Deflection Model

A diaphragm defined as of thick diaphragm or large
deflection if its deflection is up three times larger than
diaphragm爷s thickness. For this situation,it is needed to
consider the radial displacement as well as the lateral
displacement of elements on the diaphragm. The
following equations are proposed to describe the energy
of the system[11] .
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V1 =
仔Eh
1-淄2 乙R

0
(着2

r +着2
t +2淄着r着t)rdr (7)

where V and V1 represent,respectively,the flexural and
deformation energies. 着r and 着t are the radial and
transversal strains described by Eq. (8) .
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,着t =
u
r (8)

where w is the transversal deflection and u is the radial
displacement.

3摇 Analytical Analysis before and after
Touch鄄Mode Effect

摇 摇 Small deflection model is built on simple
assumptions. So in this paper,large deflection model for
circular diaphragm with clamped edges is taken into
account. Let us consider that transversal deflection w
could be described by Eq. (3),that is

w(r)= Pr2
8仔Dlg

r
R + P

16仔D(R
2-r2)=

w0
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Therefore,the flexural energy
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Let us suppose that the radial displacement u could
be described by the following Eq. (11) .

u= r(R-r)(C1+C2r+C3r2+…) (11)
If we take into account only the two first terms of

the power series,then deformation energy,then

V1 =
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Consider the diaphragm at equilibrium to be at
minimum energy,that is

鄣V1

鄣C1
=0,

鄣V1

鄣C2
=0 (13)

we can find C1 and C2

摇 摇 C1 =
519-553淄

600
w2

0

R3,C2 =
1 301淄-2 523

1 800
w2

0

R4 (14)

So deformation energy can be calculated. When the
Poison爷s ratio 淄=0. 3,

V1 =1. 876
仔Dw4

0

R2h2 (15)

Therefore,total energy of the system

U=V+V1 =
8仔D
R2 w2

0 1+0. 2345
w2

0
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ö

ø
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The last step is to apply function principle to obtain the
large deflection solution. Based on the following Eq. (17)

U=W= 1
2 Pw0 (17)

then we obtain the maximum deflection

w0 =
PR2

16仔D·
1

1+0. 234 5(w2
0 / h2)

(18)

It is obvious that the maximum deflection w0 based
on large deflection model is not proportinal to the
acceleration load P. The 2nd factor reflect the influence
of tension in middle鄄plane on the maximum deflection.

Now we discuss the touch mode. The modeling of
contact behavior of the diaphragm is a much more
difficult problem to solve. A pseudo spectral method
( PSM ) is used to solve the nonlinear differential
equations that govern the deflection of a diaphragm. The
other method is to evaluate the deflection profile
applying the principle of virtual works to balance the
flexural and deformation energies calculated when the
sensor goes in touch mode. In addition, finite elements
method ( FEM) is widely used to model touch mode
sensors,but it is very time consuming to optimize the
sensor爷s parameters such as cavity depth,diaphragm and
dielectric thickness. The other proposed technique is to
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divide the contact area into small elements,cutting the
diaphragm going beyond the electrode plane by using
deflection theory,and computing different contributions
to capacitance based on the approximation of parallel
plates for each element. But an empirical function
should be incorporated in the model to correct the non鄄
linearities for which the contact is taking place.
Furthermore, while this model can give satisfactory
results,the empirical function to correct the profile of
the diaphragm has no theoretical meaning and its
discreet nature makes it more of a simplified finite
elements technique than an analytical one. Therefore,a
simple analytical model is very attractive for the
optimization of touch mode capacitive sensor.

In this work,the modeling of touch mode is realized
using a method proposed by Ko et. al[12] . We already
know that the solution for large deflections is valid until
the diaphragm first touches the fixed electrode. Beyond
this load or the critical acceleration, the model is no
longer useful. However,for every load(acceleration),we
can find the radius of a virtual diaphragm that just
barely contacts the bottom, this is untouched鄄point
radius r2 mentioned above. The difference between the
actual diaphragm radius R and r2 gives the touched鄄
point radius r1 . That is,r1before touch is equal to zero
and touch point acceleration acr is given by Eq. (18)

acr =
16仔Dw0 1+0. 234 5

w2
0
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mR2 (19)

Therefore,the equivalent untouched radius r2 of a virtual
circular diaphragm by using Eq. (19),and is defined by
w0 =g,R= r2 . When acceleration load a is lager than acr,

r2 =
16仔Dg 1+0. 234 5 g2
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ma (20)

Touched鄄point radius r1 is given by Eq. (21) .
r1 =R-r2 (21)

4摇 Summary
Touch mode effect is the most important subject for

the touch mode sensor. By looking at MEMS devices,
there have been good suggestions for solving the touch鄄
down problems,but as of today none of the literatures
has come up to a final analytical solution for calculating
the touch down effect. In this paper,a novel touch mode

capacitive microaccelerometer is developed. A simple
analytical solution is presented to model the flexion of
the circular diaphragm with clamped edges before and
after touch point under the load,where the touch down
effect and the evolution of touch radius are considered.
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